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Pediatric Primary Care, 4th Edition
This fourth edition of Pediatric Primary Care is prepared to assist the pediatric healthcare provider to understand the wide spectrum of conditions seen in primary care of children. Written by experienced authors familiar with the scope of practice and knowledge base of pediatric nurse practitioners, it emphasizes prevention as well as management, and presents guidelines on assessing children from infancy through adolescence. The text is appropriate for nurse practitioner, medical, and physician assistant students as well as experienced clinicians who want a current pediatric primary care resource with easy access to information. Management chapters include numerous tables to facilitate differential diagnoses and summarize management strategies. Resource boxes inform readers of helpful websites as well as organizations and useful printed materials. The Environmental Health chapter is specially updated to address more key toxicants, and presents resources for diagnosis and management. Theories and applications of complementary care are discussed in the Complementary Therapies chapter. Tables on herbal interactions and many complementary treatments for common childhood conditions are featured. Color inserts feature 31 full-color photographs illustrating ear, skin, and other conditions and symptoms. The Pediatric Medication appendix includes the latest drugs used in pediatric primary care with specific dosing for infant, children, adolescents, and adults when applicable. Other appendices present growth charts, laboratory values and the latest asthma management guidelines. Updated content includes in-depth discussion of childhood obesity and mental health problems. Additional information on urgent care of children is included in the disease management sections. Discussion Forum questions are included with each management chapter.
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Customer Reviews

It wasn't mandatory for my FNP program but I found it extremely helpful, anyway (if you can afford it). A great resource if you are away from peds in your first job, then have to start looking after them a few years later.

I would recommend this product. The book is educational, but it is large. There is also easy access to all the information with coded indexes available within the book. It has helped me with my education greatly.

I love this textbook!!! Even if you are not in pediatric primary care it is a great guideline on how to approach pediatric patients. It also lists great resources at the end of each chapter. A must-have for peds practitioners!!

This book is full of information. I am a FNP student, it has been very helpful.

This book is helpful for the student who needs to study and while they are in training. I would have liked a more practice guideline approach with easier to obtain information at my finger tips. Nonetheless, it is chocked full of information. This 2009 edition is outdated, but for the price the primary information such as anatomy, physiology, and growth and development don’t change.

Tons of useful information. Using it as a Protocol Book in office. Easy to use. Recommend it!!!

I am a faculty member in a PNP program and I have found this text to be extremely well written. Key information has been added including development, cultural awareness and mental health to name a few. This book is a great foundational text for all primary care providers. It should be recommended as part of all pediatric curriculum.

Lots of useful information but this book is so big and bulky it is impractical to use except on the desktop. Very heavy.
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